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Motivation and Benefits

1. Motivation and Benefits
From the middle of the 19th century there have repeatedly been quantum leaps in communication media and commercial transaction methods: from the telegraph via telephone, fax,
radio and TV right up to the internet. Each new communication medium has also changed
marketing and the exchange of goods and services, with communication of a goods or services transaction remaining separate from the processing of the financial transaction.
Today we are experiencing the next quantum leap based on two new technologies: the connection of economic value with communication in the virtual world, oriented to social and
commercial needs in the real world.
Blockchain technology contributes to enabling the decentralised capture, management and in
particular individual accounting of values without taking decisions for each one. This includes
the exchange of values without relying on a third party.
3D-Scan for creating avatars of the highest quality and modern VR technology capable of
interaction are bringing us nearer to human forms of transaction in the digital world, enabling
sustainable communication and trusting social relationships.
STARAMBA.spaces will be a place where people can transfer previous relationships into the
virtual world. STARAMBA.spaces will also be a place where people can experience what is
impossible in their everyday life, with a new social hierarchy and a new economy that is only
limited by the imagination of its citizens. STARAMBA sees itself as a VR pioneer and, at the
same time, as an important partner to the best-known brands globally and to world-famous
stars from sports, music and entertainment with the development of this virtual world and its
user community.
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The unique quality of today’s embedding of photorealistic avatars equipped with artificial
intelligence into specially created and completely new virtual worlds means VR can be experienced realistically in STARAMBA.spaces. Lifelike avatars or persons, acting as they would in
real life, offer users attractive opportunities for interaction. Users can share in a plethora of
already existing worlds, but also create or adapt their own worlds themselves.
In addition, STARAMBA.spaces implements its own branded currency with a long-term,
sustainable currency policy and modern licence management using modern blockchain
technology, with the result that it is becoming a highly attractive marketplace. In this way
STARAMBA.spaces sets itself far apart from other conventional VR offers.
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Figure 1: STARAMBA.spaces

Many stars and celebrities from sports, music and entertainment have already secured their
individual spaces. And the numbers are increasing. This way, they can offer their fans a
completely new, immersive type of interaction and, at the same time, add very attractive
business levels to their previous communication channels.
In order to drive growth dynamically and offer users a steadily growing portfolio of stars,
and to make payment processes in STARAMBA.spaces secure and easy, STARAMBA is introducing the virtual branded currency STARAMBA.Token. Users can pay Spaces e.g. premium
content or buy themselves fan articles with it. Fans themselves can earn money in the medium
term but also through contributions and participation in their own or others’ worlds. Thanks
to specially developed smart contract solutions, cashflows are automatically guided to payment
recipients without great delays or high fees. Burdensome accounting afterwards is no longer
necessary.
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The STARAMBA.Token is thus the basis of the STARAMBA.spaces commercial infrastructure.
Creation of the STARAMBA.Token selects an implementation that both guarantees liquidity,
with the introduction of the Token into public trading through the support of the ERC20 standard,
and also includes the high-performance, user-friendly use of the STARAMBA.Token in payment processes in STARAMBA.spaces.
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Figure 2: Range of licensors and brands for which Staramba already makes 3D figures

The digital currency (STARAMBA.Token) will also allow the spaces emerging in the STARAMBA.
spaces social network, which are consistent with a modern and transparent governance
structure (control structures), to be added to, and filled with a variety of user-generated
content. Here all payment flows are handled in perspective with the security and simplicity
of blockchain technology.
All users and Token holders have the right to participate, e.g. to present proposals for new
projects, to take part in the virtual property market, to contribute new content or to express
wishes in relation to their stars or subjects. This way interactive living spaces arise that closely
approach the real world or go beyond it and are achievable for all.
Just as a state in its jurisdiction guarantees and enforces the acceptance of a currency, so with
STARAMBA.spaces the STARAMBA.Token becomes the official currency that accompanies this
currency for products and services with an acceptance obligation at all acceptance points
within STARAMBA.spaces. This acceptance obligation is a cornerstone of STARAMBA.spaces.
The STARAMBA.Token is the universal currency in the STARAMBA.spaces ecosystem and can
be used within the spaces without abandoning them. For example, it allows attractive promotion and loyalty programmes to retain users and make sustainable business models possible
for investors. Thus the value of the Token is directly linked to the added value in the spaces.
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In that sense the STARAMBA.Token can perform all the important functions of currency in the
medium to long term and does not primarily serve as an object of speculation, control of
quantities of currency will be adjusted in the medium term in accordance with the newest findings
of economics from a fixed quantity of currency to a dynamic management of the quantity of
currency depending on the parameters of the emerging STARAMBA currency area.
This measure is intended to curb volatility at an acceptable level.
The suggestions of STARAMBA.Spaces users and the involvement of industry-specific influencers have led to the targeted expansion of STARAMBA.spaces. And indeed in the areas
of education, museums, shows, travel, gaming, natural science, the automotive industry and
healthcare, to name just a few examples.
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1.1 Benefits for corporate customers
For companies it is becoming more and more difficult to open up new outlets and expand
existing marketing channels. With STARAMBA.spaces both are becoming more and more
easy. New business models, with new virtual markets, supported by a secure and simple
technology for billing of all transactions, can be put into practice quickly with Spaces. In addition, sustainable customer retention is achieved with the Token. The Token also removes
one of the biggest problems in the VR – enabling simple payment, without removing VR
glasses and having to resort to credit cards/PayPal.

1.2 Benefits for consumers
The Spaces offer a new kind of interaction. Users can hold joint training sessions with their
favourite stars or conduct a personal interview. Even a test drive with the new car is possible
even before it is built. But also traditional social networks like Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn
are becoming more interesting: stars can pass on their tweets and news themselves and
supplement them with personal contact. In a vision for the further development of STARAMBA.spaces, users themselves become 3D avatars – with all the associated opportunities and
advantages of moving in new worlds.

1.3 Benefits for development partners
STARAMBA.spaces are ideally suited for integrating third party content, as blockchain-based
token architecture can be superimposed on an intelligent, already introduced infrastructure.
This significantly reduces development costs through realisable platform economy and leaves room for content creativity.

1.4 Move in a new direction despite uncertainty
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Many of the social and technological questions around the use of social VR are still not clear
today. Also we don’t know what potential for addiction and what effects on our children’s
development social VR use will have. But we are guided by the pioneer spirit of the German
chemists and physicists of the 19th and 20th centuries and of the American president in launching and financing the moon programme:
“We choose to go to the Moon. We choose to go to the Moon in this decade and do the other
things, not because they are easy, but because they are hard; because that goal will serve
to organize and measure the best of our energies and skills, because that challenge is one
that we are willing to accept, one we are unwilling to postpone, and one we intend to win,
and the others, too.” 1

1

Speech at Rice University on the nation’s aerospace initiatives, President John F. Kennedy Houston, Texas, 12
September 1962
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The broad competition in the emerging VR worlds and also in the tokenizing of business
transactions based on cryptographic processes is only just beginning, the foundations for
this having been laid in the last 20 years. STARAMBA is facing up to this competition and
focusing on the opportunities, without losing sight of the risks. The STARAMBA team expects
on the one hand to encounter completely new business models, but on the other hand to
also have to accept failures. STARAMBA has decided not to go under in the wake of others
in the new VR age, but to forge ahead and build a culture of knowledge and mutual understanding together with highly emotional awareness. As a consequence of this aspiration,
the business and thus also the currency area work and the STARAMBA.Token is becoming a
broadly accepted, successful currency.
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2. STARAMBA.spaces
Vision and Strategy
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2. 2 STARAMBA.spaces – Vision and Strategy
2.1 A new platform for social VR
Despite many technical innovations in the VR space, most of today’s available offers lack any
connection with people’s real life experiences. Until now there has been no VR product where
you can maybe play, meet up, buy and act as you would in the real world. But these interactions are basic human needs and for many they are also the main motivation for using
social media. STARAMBA.spaces will change the VR world accordingly.
Digitisation simplifies business processes and gives rise to new business segments. This results in
completely new customer interactions. In the last few years, consumers making purchasing
decisions are putting more and more trust in customer reviews and the purchasing recommendations of friends and of their idols; especially in B2C business. Thus STARAMBA is building on this trend
and completely changing the form of communication between stars and their fans in STARAMBA.
spaces:
Nowadays fans worldwide have indirect contact with their idols via known networks – they get text,
pictures and videos of their stars via Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, WeChat etc. direct on their computer
or smartphone. In this way they experience unidirectional communication.
With STARAMBA.spaces a future new world of shared experiences is opening up. Bidirectional
communication between fans and their stars is becoming possible. Footballers, musicians,
wrestlers, actors and other stars now offer their fans direct contact with themselves in virtual
reality. This way fans are able to build an unprecedented closeness to their stars. They can talk
with them, learn about them and enjoy joint activities with them.
This is made possible by the photorealistic avatars of the stars created by STARAMBA and
ChatBot add-ons to support conversation and interaction with fans, using artificial intelligence.

2.2 Virtual reality market prior to growth spurt:
Ideal starting point for STARAMBA.spaces
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For more than 20 years consumers have already been able to immerse themselves in the virtual world at home using the appropriate special hardware (e.g. including via Virtual Game
Boy).
No product has been able to dominate the mass market; the subject of special glasses for
Virtual Reality has again vanished from broad public awareness. The same applies for virtual
platforms for social interaction: Launched in Germany by the Pforzheim company Click City,
in which even SAP Ventures became involved in 1999, right up to Second Life now - 10 years
later – none of these companies was able to establish significant usage growth rates until a
few years ago; most of these companies disappeared again.3
3

Source: Peter Reuschel, COO Leondrino Inc.
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Today the VR market is expected to enjoy rapid growth once more. VR global revenue in 2016
already amounts to 1.8 billion US dollars, of which around 83% consisted of hardware and the
rest of software and services, and in 2017, according to SuperData Research estimates, turnover is supposed to increase to 4.9 billion US dollars. For 2020 this is projected to multiply to
37.7 billion US dollars. 2

Figure 3: Gartner curve
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If the first VR wave failed through the shortcomings of technology, today advances in computer performance, software and above all headsets and sensors make a completely different quality of experience possible.
With the Oculus Rift a few years ago demand again arose in the markets and the period of
disillusionment corresponding to the Gartner curve (see Fig. 3) was abandoned: VR glasses
were popular once again.

2

Comp. research study, SMC Research: STARAMBA SE – Advancing to New Dimensions, 20 July 2017, p. 10.
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„

Mark Zuckerberg
FOUNDER AND CEO OF FACEBOOK

Virtual reality could be the next
big Social Platform and connect
more than a billion people.

Figure 4: Mark Zuckerberg quote

Meanwhile big companies in the IT sector, such as Google, Facebook, Samsung, HTC and
Microsoft also jumped on to the VR train. The struggle for market leadership is strongly focused here on hardware. CSS Insight analysts anticipate 22 million headsets sold in 2018 and
a fivefold increase in sales to 120 million by 2022. Graphics quality and manageability are
continuously improving here. And so high value Facebook now owns Oculus and in March
2018 rolled out Oculus Go VR glasses, which manage without PC and smartphone and are
currently for sale e.g. in Germany from 219 Euros.

Michael Abrash
OCULUS CHIEF SCIENTIST

People are the most interesting thing in the
world to other people. Unfortunately, we´re
also highly sensitive to the nuances of other
people, so ensuring virtual humans is one
of the hardest Part of VR.
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Figure 5: Michael Abrash quote

Another major driver for the new VR hype is the early approach from many software developers from various walks of life, so that sufficiently interesting and also revenue-generating
applications and games for the new VR glasses have evolved, often marketed on joint platforms and partly compatible with different VR-glasses.
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For example, collaboration between Oculus and Samsung has led to more than 600 apps
for the Samsung Gear VG being sold in the Oculus Store since. The new Microsoft Mixed
Reality Platform, available since October 2017 as part of Windows 10, has already supported
SteamVR applications from the end of 2017.
Although Microsoft currently appears to be concentrating predominantly on application
developers as part of its rollout of the HoloLens, the company recently bought the social
VR platform Altspace.VR from Redmond. As with SAP at the end of the 90s by investing in
ClickCity, and Facebook by the purchase of Oculus and the preparation of functions complementing Facebook in the virtual world, Microsoft is demonstrating how important the shape
of social relationships in the digital world is for the exponential growth of user numbers and
thus for the defence of a company’s own market position.
Even if the big players like Microsoft venture further and further in the market and a plethora of
companies are working at new solutions, the content offer still counts as comparatively limited,
above all in the high-end sector. Avatars are considered here as keys to establishing virtual
worlds. With its high-end technology and the contractual relationship of the data for VR
appearances of stars from high-reach sport, music and entertainment subjects, STARAMBA
holds this key in its hand.
Induced by the gaming industry, consumers regularly and gladly allow themselves to be carried away into strange galaxies and worlds. But the majority of users find current world events,
cheering on their favourite team or experience with their music stars far more interesting. The
depiction of real people however requires very high quality, as fans have high expectations
of the photorealistic depiction of their idols. STARAMBA has already been gaining experience
with data models since 2014. With the 3D INSTAGRAPH© STARAMBA has introduced an innovative and efficient opportunity for photogrammetry-based whole-body scans on to the market. With the 3D INSTAGRAPH© FUSION version, 3D models can be created without the hitherto
necessary and time-consuming manual post-production – another USP from STARAMBA.
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If you take the opportunities of integrating the artificial intelligence solution specially developed by Staramba, the virtual experience increasingly becomes a real depiction of the actual
world. This trend has also being recognized by many stars how have joined STARAMBA as
licensees.
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Figure 6: Avatares of Pope Francis, Manuel Neuer and Elvis Presley and brands with 3D depictions by STARAMBA

2.3 How do stars come to STARAMBA.spaces?
STARAMBA has already been licence partner for many years to many top class European
football clubs, such as Real Madrid and FC Bayern Munich. Add to that the German national
football team, the stars of WWE and NFLPA football players. Many music stars, such as KISS,
have also put their trust in STARAMBA already. Stars’ agents are also on board: The social media accounts of stars are managed nowadays by social media agents. Brand-name
companies again have their own social media departments. Once written, the news is generally automatically distributed in all channels. Just as earlier on music industry labels and
publishers did not yet have exploitation over the internet on the radar, it is the same today
with exploitation in the VR worlds. STARAMBA.spaces adds this further channel!
STARAMBA.spaces is the social VR network. It processes all the news sent by the star in 3D and
presents it in the virtual space. Optically challenging and action-oriented, it is open for the
creativity of users. Agents are asked by STARAMBA to open up this VR channel for their clients,
to open up new communication and revenue opportunities.
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Here STARAMBA usually has the most important ingredient already on the server: the star’s 3D
data file. Apart from the stars already captured in 3D data, it is intended to get commitment
from other stars from high-reach entertainment areas as part of the targeted distribution of
STARAMBA.Token.
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2.4 STARAMBA.spaces – An ecosystem for social VR

Figure 7: STARAMBA.spaces ecosystem

2.4.1 Overview of emerging ecosystem
The following ecosystem partners are at the forefront of the current STARAMBA.spaces
development phase:
1. Paying customers, such as
a. Stars with extensive reach from sport, music and entertainment as well as their underlying teams and management companies
b. Fans and consumers around these stars
c. Brand-name companies wanting to use the reach of these stars to build their own
image and generate leads
d. Brand leaders with innovative projects and applications

Copyright © 2017/2018 STARAMBA SE
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2. Distributors for VR applications
a. VR glasses manufacturers
b. Distribution platforms for VR content
3. Application developers
a. Use of avatar data for corresponding interactive applications
b. Connection to CRM programs of various manufacturers
Scanning of the stars and qualitative 3D data processing are carried out initially by STARAMBA SE experts. In accordance with the STARAMBA.spaces roadmap, the platform is to
be supplemented with other ecosystem partners later. Examples of these include software
16
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companies for connecting editor tools, so that the creation of content (especially other avatars,
but also the design of spaces and other spheres of life) can be offered little by little to external
partners. This way there will be further opportunities for fans and consumers little by little to
influence their spaces, e.g. to add new content. As well as static content (3D models of buildings) this also includes animated 3D models (avatars), whose creation is supplemented later
with machine learning, so that in the medium term a significant increase in productivity can be
expected with the creation of high-quality content. This way STARAMBA will remain true to its
aspiration to enable fast and inexpensive scans in spite of high quality requirements.
STARAMBA makes sure that the relevant rights agreements for the use of avatars and other
virtual data are complied with and that remuneration is guaranteed. By using modern technologies for the STARAMBA.Token, rights usage and its remuneration are progressively automated so that payment and accounting processes gradually make time-consuming, human
attention unnecessary. This means accounting between international licensors and licensees is
disruptively simplified and transparently presented.

2.4.2 Offer for consumers
Consumers can visit various interactive worlds according to their personal interests and move freely within them. STARAMBA.city gives users access to these worlds and is the way by which all users
enter STARAMBA.spaces. It is the hub for events and a central meeting point for spaces citizens.
In this virtual city centre the best known brands and best experiences of STARAMBA.spaces
are established. This public space is the midpoint of STARAMBA.spaces for news, events,
advertising and the latest developments in the social VR network.

2.4.2.1 Sport spaces
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A football fan of Bayern Munich will probably visit the virtual Bayern stadium on a regular base
and take up interactive offers there, such as participation in a training session with a star or in
a press conference of the club.

Figure 8: Example of a training room
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2.4.2.2 Musik spaces
Virtual music festivals are a place where music fans can meet and experience their favourite musicians and bands. Superstars and local bands will not only give virtual concerts but
also make music with their fans and give everyone a front row seat. STARAMBA already has
partnerships with KISS, Amorphis, Epica and other world-class rock bands who fill stadiums
and sell millions of albums.

Figure 9: Opportunity of a platform in STARAMBA.spaces

2.4.2.3 Event Spaces
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STARAMBA.spaces is the perfect place to realise every kind of event in the virtual world. From
business meetings, where avatars make it possible for people to meet under realistic conditions and save time through not having to travel, to small events such as family meetings and
big events such as product releases, cultural festivals and conferences.

Figure 10: Draft of an event space
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2.4.2.4 Gaming spaces
Gaming spaces in STARAMBA.spaces can be reached by virtual entrance portals. These gaming worlds can take up an infinite amount of room, but must exist within the actual borders
of STARAMBA.spaces. Users can for example call up VR games, visit stadiums for e-sports or
visit shops for exclusive in-game products or community spaces. In-game purchases can be
simply processed with the STARAMBA.Token.

Figure 11: Visualisation of a gaming space

2.4.2.5 Shop spaces
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Corresponding with offers in the real world, any number of virtual offers can occur in STARAMBA.spaces and be linked with the real world. It becomes possible to shop without crowded
shopping areas and queuing at the tills in the virtual world. With their own avatar the latest
fashions can be tried on and friends are at hand as shopping consultants. But users can also
act as resellers or use a kind of virtual Ebay without having to take actual packages to the post.

Figure 12: Example of a shop
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2.4.2.6 Educational spaces
In addition to the frontline education established until now in the real world, users can also interactively explore different areas of interest according to their taste and learning style. This will help
them to access interactive learning opportunities from established industry leaders and universities
and from private institutions in the future. From E-learning to virtual campus, from visual to haptic
integration, everything is conceivable. Users can also organise themselves into groups and teach
each other things or offer tutoring in school subjects.

Figure 13: Example of an educational space

2.4.2.7 Private spaces
But users also can and should create and expand their own worlds and e.g. invite their friends
for private meetings. For this, there will be various configuration options enabling modular
development with the various objects and elements of STARAMBA.spaces.
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In this way users can develop their individual space and later even add their own business models. Staramba will provide appropriate interfaces for external editors, so that users’ creativity
in generating their own content can unfold freely.

Figure 14: Visualisation of a private space
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2.4.2.8 Personal avatar
Creating their own avatar is the dream of many users. This allows people to move in the
virtual world together with friends, relations, work colleagues and even pets. Getting to know
new people or dating with a (certified) avatar are just initial examples of future possibilities
that can be experienced with the personal avatar. In order to register as early as possible
for 3D scan to create their own avatar, this option is already offered with the introduction of
the Token. The earlier they register by buying a Token, the higher they go up the list of first
appointments for 3D scans.
The business model for consumers is built purely on transaction fees in the initial phase. Flat
rate offers on a monthly basis will follow gradually; see also Section 3.2.

Figure 15: digital avatar of Christian Daudert (CEO)

2.4.3 Offer for stars and celebrities
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Stars and celebrities can have a high-quality 3D model of their body created as their own all
but lifelike avatar using 3D scan booths specially developed by STARAMBA. STARAMBA is already a market leader with its own technology in the creation and use of 3D VR avatars.
STARAMBA offers the complete marketing of these avatars for stars and celebrities in the virtual world. On the conclusion of an exclusive contract, depending on the exploitation rights
granted with respect to time and place, STARAMBA assumes part of the initial costs of the 3D
scan and the modelling of the avatar.
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Figure 16: Lifelike avatar of Timo Boll for STARAMBA.

2.4.4 Offer for brand-name companies
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For brand-name companies there are currently new opportunities for using the reach of stars, without the star having to be present for the creation of adverts or other formats. Stars no longer need
to advertise the product with text and images. In the virtual space, the products for advertising are
available for the customer as a given. Whether passively as product placement or actively as performances/ presentations: in each case the advertising has an immersive and memorable effect
on customers. There is no escape for customers, they will consume the advertising.

Figure 17: Product placement in STARAMBA.spaces

But the advertised products can also be tried directly by the customer in the virtual space
and can also be purchased immediately, by connecting with the respective brands’ IT systems. For instance, if Adidas maintains a Facebook account today and supplies information
on it with text and image, with STARAMBA.spaces, this is an interactive 3 experiences – a
star avatar in a great stadium, wearing Adidas sport clothing there. In this way, Adidas can
offer customers to try on and try out products together with the stars.
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Car companies can present themselves interactively here and, as well as embedding virtual
car-sharing offers, where the various new models can be used to get from one hot-spot to
the next, can also give an interactive inside view into the production of cars that are already
highly sought after in the real world. The company’s history from the start through to the
future can also be made to come alive interactively in STARAMBA.spaces.

Figure 18: Product placement / 3D tracking technology

2.4.4.1 Corporate Spaces
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Companies of all kinds will be able to set up so-called corporate spaces, in which they can
organise their own company events and product announcements and invite their customers to
them. Even application procedures, like interviews can take place in these spaces in future and
can save all those involved a lot of travel time and be carried out cost-effectively.

Figure 19: Visualisation of a corporate space
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2.4.5 Virtual real estate
Users and investors can enjoy virtual real estate in the spaces, so for example become a neighbour of Cristiano Ronaldo. Or live in an apartment near Paris Hilton. And look at their favourite
club’s stadium from their own terrace. STARAMBA.spaces makes all this possible and makes
virtual real estate one of the largest growth areas in the VR world.

Figure 20: Virtual real estate properties in a STARAMBA.space
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Through early engagement, investors can snap up the top properties in this new market, buying them with STARAMBA.Token. Typical marketing property interactions such as sales, lettings
and sub-letting are offered in STARAMBA.spaces. As in the real world, the top properties are
around the most interesting and interactive spots and limited by blockchain technology. So
early entry pays off, as situation is decisive in the virtual space too.
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2.4.6 Prospects for spaces that move in other time spans
A further dimension in the creation of new spaces is time, perhaps the chance to step into a time
machine. In many established console games, users enjoy the option of making use of historical
components and acting in thoroughly reconstructed past or future worlds. This idea can naturally
be applied to STARAMBA.spaces too and the appearance of reality raised to a whole new level
through the most advanced technology.

Figure 21: Visualisation of a time-travelling avatar

2.5 Governance within STARAMBA.spaces
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STARAMBA.spaces offer almost infinite possibilities for development in
space and time. To ensure that content and business models are clearly
aligned with the strategic and ethical
objectives of those involved and the
current legal framework, a governance structure is implemented that is
intended to best consider the respective interests of those involved.

Technology
Partner
Investors

STARAMBA SE

STARAMBA
.SPACES
GOVERNANCE

Sponsors

User/
Community
Business
Partner

Figure 22: Participants in the governance structure
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The governance structure is developed up to the start of the Token sale and agreed with the
decision-makers. The aim is not to introduce a basic democratic voting system but to create an
authority that sets clear regulations for routine procedures in the spaces. As already described
in the introductory section of this White Paper, the general obligation to accept STARAMBA.Token within STARAMBA.spaces is a fundamental requirement.
Also the monetisation of the user-generated content is intended, and in fact in the form of share
of part of the revenue from transaction and activity fees. Calculation of the revenue share is
based on the number of users and the length of use of the respectively offered content users
in proportion to the number of users and length of use of STARAMBA.spaces overall. So for
example landowners can be recompensed for the length of stay of visitors to the landowner’s
properties in STARAMBA.spaces or teachers for their attractive and creative offer in the education spaces. Here also the blockchain in conjunction with smart contracts is used and provides
for accurate and fair distribution to users.

2.6 Go to market strategy
The prompt exploitation of partners and users is of the highest priority, along with the technical
development of STARAMBA.spaces. A plethora of stars, celebrities, associations and companies
could already be won for Spaces. A core element of marketing will be the use of the stars’ and
brands’ existing communication channels for recommendation of STARAMBA.spaces. This way
we can reach out in the shortest time to an audience of millions without having to bring in significant investment.
To take prompt advantage of the reach, the following measures are currently planned for
Summer and Autumn 2018:
Use of the partnerships already established with stars and associations from the
football, wrestling, music and table tennis sectors, and partner companies from the
automotive industry
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With regional distribution:
Football: worldwide, focus on Europe, at the time of the football World Cup 2018
Table tennis, e.g. with Timo Boll: China and Europe
Wrestling: USA and Europe
Music: worldwide
Automotive: worldwide
Over channels: Social Media: Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and similar, websites, partner
websites, PR- activities and events
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After the development of initial spaces, it is intended that others will follow and be oriented to
sectors with successful business models in the real economy. At the forefront here will be the gaming and automotive industries, education and training, museums, exhibitions, travel, natural
science and health.
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Figure 23: Example of VR car test drive
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3 The STARAMBA.Token – The Currency for Social VR
3.1 Purpose, USP and characterisation
In publishing and establishing the STARAMBA.Token, three key objectives are pursued:

1. Financing the development of STARAMBA.spaces,
2. Securing and creating further exclusive content and corresponding rights,
3. Protecting the customer base with
a. Targeted offers and discounts on the basis of a better database and better data analysis;
b. Creation of switching obstacles on the basis of credit in the STARAMBA currency
STARAMBA.Token; and
c. Obligation to accept STARAMBA currency in STARAMBA.spaces.
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By introducing its own branded currency, STARAMBA.spaces wants to commit important
value drivers exclusively to the content growth for a longer period (especially stars of sport,
music and entertainment). This commitment is obtained, for example, through the use of
part of the forthcoming STARAMBA.Token under exclusive licence agreements. This way,
STARAMBA.spaces secures ideal initial conditions for the anticipated growth in the VR sector.
In addition to committing value drivers to the content development, it is expected that users
and consumers will be committed later through appropriate loyalty offers with dynamically
calculated prices (dynamic pricing), depending on the degree of use. This increases the
likelihood of these people regularly using the same account. Because of these transactions,
which can be clearly assigned to a user’s STARAMBA currency account, the individualisation
of the customer relationship for brands can be further refined. Thus, further opportunities
arise for placing the content and services of other external partners. Furthermore, through
the fixed assignment of a user to the respective context, the generation of a customer lead
can be clearly and transparently linked to the purchase process. This lays the foundations for
STARAMBA.spaces to be able to sell performance-dependent advertising contracts to other
brands and thus for contractually committed stars it can also ensure an optimum control of
marketing formats and an attractive income. In the detailed design of the marketing formats, the “Privacy First” principle is observed.
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The planned areas of application of a currency based on distributed ledger technology
(DLT)3 and controllable with smart contracts include:
Pricing and billing (based on transaction data/ transaction history for each user) in
STARAMBA.Token
Transparency and administration of licences
Evaluation of user data through artificial intelligence and current analytics
(machine learning)
for optimizing service offer,
for early recognition of new value drivers (content from finally thousands of sources)
and
for recognition of unused revenue opportunities including improper uses

3.2 Application examples for the STARAMBA.Token in STARAMBA.spaces
3.2.1 Interaction packages: Close contact with the stars
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STARAMBA.spaces opens up a new world for joint experiences of fans and their stars. While fans nowadays can only receive texts, pictures and videos of their idols via Instagram,
Facebook & Co. as fast, transient information, in STARAMBA.spaces they will make direct
contact and get up close and personal to their stars. They can talk to them, learn from
them and design joint activities.

Figure 24: Social wall of Manuel Neuer in STARAMBA.spaces as fictitious example

But if the visitor wants to get in closer contact with a star, he or she can for example, book an
interaction package, the price of which will vary by sector (sport, music and entertainment)
and level of celebrity. That is one of the sources of income for STARAMBA.spaces.
How it works is demonstrated by the following fictitious example.

3

Information on this technology e.g. at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DLT
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Manuel Neuer, goalkeeper idol, is one of the stars of STARAMBA.spaces. Manuel Neuer can
invite his fans to his place in the social VR network of STARAMBA.spaces. One of his biggest
fans is Steve Mayer. Equipped with VR glasses, Steve Meyer enters STARAMBA.spaces and
pays Manuel Neuer a visit. He kicks a few balls with him and gets football tips and tricks. He
can become part of his idol’s world. And of course he can share his experiences with all his
friends.

Figure 25: STARAMBA.spaces – Possible brand integration
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But Steve is not only a football fan. He is an ardent admirer of Charlie Watts of the Rolling
Stones. So after his football training, Steve uses STARAMBA. spaces for percussion instruction
with Charlie Watts. In addition he still has the opportunity to learn more about the latest Rolling Stones tour and to get exclusive backstage information.
Steve uses his Leondrino wallet with a STARAMBA account for payment. He pays for the
services he uses with the STARAMBA currency, the STARAMBA.Token. As a sport and music
enthusiast customer, Steve has booked a package bundle for sport and music. The fees are
shown in the STARAMBA.Token digital currency and deducted direct from his STARAMBA account. As soon as he logs on, he sees additional attractive offers around his favourite stars,
which he can use for example in conjunction with the STARAMBA.Token digital currency. So
for Steve it’s doubly worth having been one of the first on board with the introduction of the
digital currency STARAMBA.Token.
He doesn’t just get discounts on offers within STARAMBA.spaces. As a reward for his loyalty,
he gets discounted concert tickets from the Rolling Stones including a backstage pass, which
he can buy direct in STARAMBA.spaces with STARAMBA. Token.
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3.2.2 Advertising, product placement and brand image
Timo Boll, world-famous table tennis pro, has also invited a few fans. He is just breaking in a
new table tennis bat and is testing it in his training hall. Tina Backhand can experience Timo
Boll live in action, thoroughly admire him and his new bat and at the same time practice a
few balls with him. Enthused by the bat’s performance, and to be even closer to her star in
real life, Tina can order the bat direct from Timo Boll after the practice shots and get it autographed or go into the relevant VR shop and order the same table tennis bat there.
Tina also uses the Leondrino wallet and the STARAMBA currency to pay. As a loyal fan of
Timo Boll, she gets a price discount for her purchase (dynamic pricing) if she pays with
STARAMBA.Tokens. At the same time, Timo Boll gets a percentage for each item purchased
– lead generation becomes transparent using the digital currency and the payment to Timo
Boll’s STARAMBA account is made automatically. Once she is in the shop, then she also buys
the new shirt from Timo Boll‘s sporting goods manufacturer and brand sponsor.
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Figure 26: Train and interact with table tennis pro Timo Boll in STARAMBA.spaces

For his merchandising and product placement within STARAMBA.spaces, Timo Boll in turn
receives a corresponding percentage from his sporting goods manufacturer. Part of this
flows back to STARAMBA.spaces. Contracts for merchandising and other marketing opportunities can be directly controlled from STARAMBA.spaces by licensed avatars. So the marketing of a star is possible under different labels, otherwise than in real life. Various offers can
be emphasised according to the fan’s user profile. Other revenue streams result from this,
e.g. up-selling and cross-selling, for and in STARAMBA.spaces.
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In addition, brand-name manufacturers can be won as B2B customers and for example establish their own spaces for experience shopping. STARAMBA.spaces earn money here as facilitators of virtual floor space. Brand-name manufacturers open up new interactive sales channels.

3.2.3 Fan engagement
For the big football clubs, STARAMBA.spaces offers other new opportunities to involve fans
even more actively. So in STARAMBA.spaces the fan can take part virtually in a press conference and listen to the question and answers live. A 3D selfie with the whole team turns the
visit to the press conference into an unforgettable experience. The fan can take part in team
training or accompany his/her team to away fixtures.

3.2.4 Virtual real estate and opportunities
As in the real world, so also in the virtual world, properties are marketed. This is an amazing
option, especially for brand-name manufacturers, and offers a new world of marketing.
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For instance, Bayern Munich is one of the top international teams currently having a presence
created in STARAMBA.spaces and wanting to bring its home stadium into the VR world. While it
may be difficult in Munich to use neighbouring properties for marketing purposes, in the virtual
world this is easy to depict. So for example Adidas can use the property near the football arena
to open a shop of its own and at the same time incorporate the outer façade for advertising
banners. The many fans who make the pilgrimage to the stadium can be acutely aware of this
advertising. The usage price of the property is limited by the following key factors: size of the
property, distance from the point of interest and term of the lease contract.

Figure 27: Virtual estate price dimensions
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But it is not only companies that can make use of land and real estate properties. Private
individuals can also secure places for themselves. Here a well-balanced mix of the private
and business world is focused on, to give the virtual world a real coat of paint and to address
genuine fans through emotionalism and appropriate interaction. We must avoid customers
imagining themselves in a continuous promotion. The amount of marketing campaigns is therefore critical for success. In addition new customers can be won or loyal customers rewarded
e.g. with prize draws or similar marketing measures. Fans can use land to generate advertising
income too or to invite their own friends to a public viewing for instance.
“Virtual Estate” is thus an important source of income for STARAMBA.spaces with great potential.

Figure 28: High end avatar Muhammed Ali
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3.3 Market conditions of digital currencies
In 2017 the breakthrough happened for financing many start-ups with digital currencies in the
form of ICOs (initial coin offerings). This phenomenon – some people also call it the second
internet revolution - was triggered by the success of Bitcoin and the ethereum platform. In particular the standardised publication of Tokens based on the ERC20 specification accelerated
this trend and gave the ethereum platform wide acceptance for the publication of new Tokens.
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Figure 29: Cryptocurrency ICO statistics 2017 (Source: CoinSchedule on 15.5.2018)
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Despite the price drop for Bitcoin and Ether in 2018, this trend has strengthened further. The
total market capitalization for all crypto-currencies issued has risen further. Also the focus is
shifting from ICOs as financial instruments of purely blockchain-related projects in the direction of classic innovation, up till now financed primarily by classic venture capitalist investors.
ICOs are an attractive form of finance and of building up a broad customer base, especially
for VR companies. According to current CoinSchedule statistics, VR has already reached 4th
place in the funds raised by ICOs (see Figure 19).

Figure 30: Cryptocurrency ICO statistics 2018 (Source: CoinSchedule on 15.5.2018)
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Figure 31: Cryptocurrency ICO statistics 2018
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3.4 USP of STARAMBA.Tokens digital currency strategy
In order to deliver a global and widely accepted digital currency for the new virtual worlds
of STARAMBA.spaces that is also in synergy with the real world, in the medium to long term
all tree classic monetary functions
Being a store of value,
Use as a promissory note and
Use for the exchange of goods (virtual and real)
must be given. To achieve this objective, we have fallen back on experience with the classic
monetary economy in the Token design and implementation. The following mistakes in particular should be avoided here:
Failure to use the currency for purchases of virtual and real goods because volatility is
too great,
Failure to accept micropayments because transaction costs are too high,
Not accepting store of value because of lack of trust in monetary control (if no compliance
with currency policy),
Waiting for purchasing decisions for products obtained with STARAMBA.Token, because of
deflationary tendencies.
Since contemplating its own digital currency for STARAMBA.spaces, the Staramba SE management has given thought to how to reconcile the interests of investors and speculators
with the interests of users of and suppliers within STARAMBA.spaces. As part of these deliberations the following decisions have been taken:
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1. A rapid increase in the price per Token is only desirable until the introduction of the
first products for STARAMBA.spaces. Therefore the limit of the maximum number of
Tokens (“money supply”) is fixed up to the start of public trading of the STARAMBA. Token.
Only after this the money supply can be extended by a previously limited amount as
required and through the appropriate predetermined regulations; but only if the price
per Token increases past a certain threshold for longer than a month (see also Section
4 on the Token design).
2. With increasing acceptance of and demand for STARAMBA.Token, the adjustment of
the money supply, based on parameters fixed beforehand in the Leondrino contract, is
managed around Token circulation and also monitored by a currency advisory council, the so-called Monetary Board.
In this phase reduced volatility and the prudent and sustainable further development
of the currency policy are prioritised. In the composition of the Monetary Board the
highest possible independence and specialist expertise is striven for, to achieve the
highest possible confidence in the currency.
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In the technical implementation of STARAMBA.Token support, importance is attached to the
liquidity of today’s crypto-markets being used, but also to the possibility of classic users and investors, who want to pay with national currencies (fiat currency), coming on board with lower
obstacles.
In illustrating and guaranteeing values (assets) in STARAMBA.spaces, classic forms of limitation
from the real world are considered, e.g. land restrictions, consideration of distances to more
highly attractive places.
To protect users’ privacy, Staramba is implementing little by little the challenging requirements
of the European Union in this context in STARAMBA. Spaces, together with its implementation
partners for the STARAMBA.Token. Staramba SE will monitor compliance with these required
criteria in the selection of other wallet and exchange suppliers for the Token together with
Leondra GmbH, the licensee of Leondrino Exchange for the German market. Access to the
STARAMBA.Token transaction data of a user account by external third parties where the user
account can be unambiguously assigned to the holder is only permitted with the user’s prior
consent. This consent can also be rescinded by the user, but only for future transactions. The
transaction history from the time span in which the consent was present remains accessible.

3.5 Implementation on Leondrino basis
Until now Tokens have often been used purely for the crowd funding of ideas or as evidence
of corporate shares in a company. In the process, predominantly fixed Token volumes were
issued, which were then and still are often subject to greater volatility. These Token designs
are interesting for speculations on the increase in value, but in the movement of goods and
services they have only limited suitability.
Tokens can achieve additional value especially through their use for specific products and
services. But this is only really possible if a long-term currency policy can be implemented and
if the Token amount can be dynamically adjusted, namely
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to the business of the brand,
to the growing number of users and
to the trading patterns of investors.

It is also necessary for the respective brand-name companies to enter into an obligation to accept the currency for their own products and services, to strengthen confidence in the respective
Token. It is also important for general acceptance from consumers and also large investors that
these Tokens, now officially published and beginning trading, are also accepted by the supervisory authorities of the important target markets.
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This “Token design” and a clear commitment to securing regulatory acceptance by BaFin in
Germany are being pursued by the New York company Leondrino Exchange, Inc. and its German licensees, Leondra GmbH (hereinafter collectively referred to as Leondrino Exchange).
Because of the persuasive concept, STARAMBA SE has decided to issue STARAMBA.Token with
the support of Leondra GmbH and to ensure the medium-term option of switching from a fixed
Token amount to dynamic money supply control, based on currency circulation parameters, and
the trading action of STARAMBA.Token.
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4.4 STARAMBA.Token – Sustainable Token Design
4.1 The STARAMBA.Token lifecycle
The Token design and lifecycle concept of STARAMBA currency follow the standard Token
design of Leondrino currencies1 and are subject – similarly to national Fiat currencies of
a state’s central bank – to a managed lifecycle (lifecycle management). The standard
lifecycle of a Leondrino currency includes certain phases and events that are the same
for all Leondrino currencies, but which can be of different lengths independent of the performance and success of the brands associated with it or can vary over the course of time.
Provided the private branded currency has not been issued by an already established
globally active brand, the use of Leondrino requires a gradual approach, prioritising the
development of the community, before fundraising becomes more important.
The STARAMBA.Token lifecycle is explained below:
The STARAMBA.Token lifecycle begins with the Initial Consumer Engagement Phase, which
serves to inform early supporters and beta testers of STARAMBA.spaces and thus future consumers about the planned introduction of the branded currency and to gain their support.
During this phase STARAMBA distributes free of charge a limited number of STARAMBA.Tokens
of Token class D. During this time, these Tokens are only secured by a pledge for future services
given by Staramba SE. There are no other securities at this time and trading is not yet possible.
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During the Initial Consumer Engagement Phase, supporters benefit from special marketing
events (airdrops). Inviting friends and taking part in surveys and interaction as part of marketing calls are especially rewarded here. Because early support for the development of STARAMBA.spaces and the success of the Initial Token Offering (ITO) is particularly important,
airdrops are bigger at the start than at the end of this phase. Specific information on how to
qualify for airdrops is disclosed in good time before the airdrop phase. Also when and how the
STARAMBA.Token account is credited.
In addition, selected professional investors have the opportunity to secure early allocations of
forthcoming STARAMBA currency (Token class A). A convertible loan (Leondrino Convertible)
has been chosen as the contract form, including automatic conversion into the forthcoming
STARAMBA currency at attractive preferential conditions related to the price with the establishment of the public trading of STARAMBA.Token (in the Leondrino context referred to as Initial
Public Leondrino Offering).
Risk-taking professional investors also have the opportunity to subscribe to so-called SAFT
(Simple Agreement on Future Token) agreements adapted to the German jurisdiction.

1

Further information on Leondrino Exchange: https://www.leondrino.com
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Figure 32: STARAMBA.Token lifecycle

With the sales launch of STARAMBA.Token, the Initial Token Offering (ITO), consumers can buy
a limited number of STARAMBA.Tokens. STARAMBA.Tokens can be purchased from the Leondrino wallet, paid for with national USD currencies by credit card or transfer or with cryptocurrencies Bitcoin (BTC) and Ether (ETH), but the volume per person and per transaction is
limited⁴.
According to the total value of the Tokens purchased per person KYC rules are implemented
and applied e.g. via the Video Ident procedure of IDnow. The price amounts to 0.10 USD per
STARAMBA.Token, with purchasers receiving a discount in Football World Cup 2018 weeks: In
the first week, from 20.6.2018, a 30% discount; in the second week a 20% discount and in the
third week a 10% discount.
The second phase is called Seed Circular Economy and begins with the changeover of
STARAMBA.Tokens of class D to Token class C (according to the Leondrino Standard). This phase is distinguished by the fact that henceforth the STARAMBA.Token can be used for the sale of
an initially still limited STARAMBA.Spaces goods and services offer in the form of pre-orders.
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The Growth Circular Economy is the third Phase of the STARAMBA.Token lifecycle, where there
is a changeover from Token class C to Token class B.
It is especially distinguished from the previous phase by restricted trading within the STARAMBA.Spaces ecosystem. STARAMBA.Tokens can be used for the purchase of an expanded
STARAMBA.Spaces goods and services offer.

⁴Approved investment levels for small investors vary from one jurisdiction to another.
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With the Initial (Public) Leondrino Offering (ILO) STARAMBA.Token is introduced to public
currency trading by one or more crypto exchanges. At this time potential convertible bonds
for STARAMBA currency, subscribed to as part of pre-sales contracts by early-phase
investors and acting as support for faster growth (see further below 4.5) will be no longer
available. At the same time the fourth phase begins entitled Post ILO Phase. This phase is
distinguished by the fact that the previous class B STARAMBA.Token is changed over to the
highest Leondrino Token class A, which can now be publicly traded and henceforth fulfils the
functions of money.
The STARAMBA.Token supply is initially managed passively (passive supply) – see also Token
design in the next section. STARAMBA currency can be converted to national currencies at
a market-based exchange rate and can be used to buy all products, goods and services of
STARAMBA.Spaces and its eco-system partners.
During the Post-ILO Phase there is still a certain restriction in transactions volumes for large
investors (e.g. rules for market makers) and a higher degree of intervention options for Leondrino
Exchange than in the following phase. These rules are necessary tools for money supply
control in the initial phase of public trading, to avoid extreme volatility.
The last phase is the steady state of the publicly traded STARAMBA currency with active
money supply control (algorithmically driven active supply, e.g. by the LEX algorithm1 and
the Monetary Board) of STARAMBA currency, according to the long-term currency policy
previously agreed in the Leondrino contract between Leondrino Exchange and STARAMBA
SE and is called Sustainable Circular Economy. The objective here is limited volatility, comparable with a basecoin approach, but here for a dedicated branded currency. In this phase
highly regulated institutional investors such as insurance companies and pension funds can
also invest.
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Finally, an exit or delisting can occur for the following reasons: Because of the currency performing too poorly (valuation and transaction volumes) over a certain period or because of
a takeover bid of STARAMBA.spaces by another company.

1 Algorithm from Leondrino Exchange’s currency control
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4.2 Details of Token design
The maximum number of STARAMBA.Tokens is initially restricted to 1 billion. This amount can
only be expanded if, following the introduction of STARAMBA.Tokens into freely accessible
public trading, the price per Token continuously exceeds 1 USD for for more than 30 days.

Token Design
Token Name:

STARAMBA.Token*

Ticker symbol:

STT*

Initial number of Token:

1.000.000.000

Price at ITO:

0.10 USD

Target price range at the start of public trade:

1.0 - 1.4 USD

Reserve for passive supply**:

200.000.000

Maximum number of tokens (hard capped):

1.200.000.000

Accepted Currencies:

USD, BTC, ETH

*Provisional name

** Can only be used in accordance with transparent, pre-defined rules
Figure 33: Token design
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From this period there is an entry into “passive supply” – in other words an additional 50 million Tokens are automatically issued. Each further issue of Tokens until the maximum Token
limit of 1.2 billion is reached only takes place if the price per Token has been 30% higher than
with the last emission threshold for 30 days. The next issue of a further 50 million Tokens is
thus at a purchase price in the sum of 1.30 USD, if this value has been exceeded for more
than 30 days. The next issue must be after a minimum interval of 30 days, even if the new
target value has already been reached before the previous issue.
In the event of the full utilisation of the 1.2 billion Tokens and a price increase to over 2.86 USD
per Token, entry to the above described active supply management takes place. From then
the money supply is adapted, parameter-controlled, always promptly and supported by
software, in such a way as to comply with the currency policy agreed by STARAMBA.spaces
with Leondrino Exchange.
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Figure 34: STARAMBA.Token supply

4.3 Budget deployment
The income from the STARAMBA.Token ITO primarily serves for financing and for expanding
the software development, for securing content rights (especially for avatars of stars) and for
accelerating company development through the involvement of external suppliers and by
smaller acquisitions. Also covered with the monies received from Token sales are operating
costs and marketing expenses, as well as other costs such as those for administration, legal
requirements and a small buffer for other expenses that are not yet foreseeable. Below we
estimate the budget items (this can still be modified by STARAMBA.spaces at its own
discretion).

Token for crowd sale

5% convertible loans

60%

10% private pre-sale
and major investors

* If not all tokens have been issued by the end of the ITO, the reminder will be transferred to a reserve for passive
supply management of the currency quantity (in intervals of 50 million, depending on the average minimum price.)

Token for business development*

Figure 35: Planned distribution of income with STARAMBA.Token

10% referrals and airdrops
23% Business Development
Ecosystem
7% Team and advisors

40%
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45% main crowd sale*
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Technical development and staff (estimated 60% of proceeds from the sale of
STARAMBA.Tokens)
This budget item is used to pay the team of software developers who develop the
STARAMBA.spaces platform and ecosystem.
In detail it involves the following steps:
Continuation of software development for permanent improvement of avatar quality and for a further increase in scanning productivity (static and dynamic 3D data)
and making full use of machine learning in calculating dynamic 3D sequences
Further improvement to user interaction including speech recognition and text to
speech function, including with the aid of KI mechanisms for controlling the avatars
Development of a KI engine (deep learning) in the avatars
Token for
sale
Implementation of software for the administration
andcrowd
distribution
of licence
proceeds according to content use in STARAMBA. spaces
10% private pre-sale

60%

and interface
major investors
Implementation and documentation of the payment
between the
Leondrino system and POS solutions of STARAMBA.
Spacesloans
partners
5% convertible

API documentation – especially for the integration
of main
external
POS
and
45%
crowd
sale
* payment systems
Automated testing of STARAMBA.spaces functions

* If not all tokens have been issued by the end of the ITO, the reminder will be transferred to a reserve for passive
supply management of the currency quantity (in intervals of 50 million, depending on the average minimum price.)

Token for business development*

23% Business Development
Ecosystem

40%

10% referrals and airdrops
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7% Team and advisors

* Use and issuing is intended to span a longer period of time, in order to guarantee a continuous and stable
ecosystem, not only at the time of the ITO.

Figure 36: Distribution of STARAMBA. Tokens
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Marketing and business development (estimated 23% of proceeds)
This budget item is used for marketing to increase awareness and use of STARAMBA.
spaces. This item also serves as compensation for regular development work within
STARAMBA.spaces. Multi-faceted incentivisation is intended to ensure comprehensive
and recurring user interactions and avoid the so-called content trap.
This budget item is also used to conclude further partnerships.
The focus is on promotion, public relations and establishing general acceptance of
STARAMBA.spaces as the leading platform for social VR and of the search for partnerships for affiliate programmes.
Operations (estimated 7% of proceeds)
This budget item includes the costs of bookkeeping, communications, travel and transport; physical infrastructure and security costs and other administration costs.

Legal consultancy (estimated 3% of proceeds)
This budget item includes legal and similar stored consultancy fees re.
Introduction of STARAMBA currency (STARAMBA.Token),
Internationalisation and
General contractual issues around development and growth.
Reserves for unforeseen expenditure (estimated 7% of proceeds)
This budget item is set as a buffer for unforeseen expenditure.
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4.4 Monetary Board and currency policy for STARAMBA.Token
For every brand currency, Leondrino Exchange and the company wishing to issue the currency via Leondrino Exchange the company’s agree on an individual currency policy. Leondrino Exchange controls the currency amount on the basis of this currency policy from the
Initial Leondrino Offering (ILO) (currency management as a service). This is executed by the
Leondrino Algorithm on the basis of various data sources around the business for the brand
and of the transaction history in the underlying blockchain. The algorithm serves to contain
the volatility of the exchange rate for private brand currency within defined limits. It ensures
short- and medium-term implementation of the currency policy.
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As opposed to other digital currencies based on cryptocurrency technology, STARAMBA.Tokens are not just managed by a mere algorithm but are also long-term (in the highest Token
class in the latest development level of branded currency) unlimited in their total volumes.
Rather the money or currency amount (thus the number of Tokens or Co- ins) firmly agreed
between STARAMBA and Leondra GmbH is to be controlled by a transparent currency strategy or guidelines (in the sense of a currency policy).
On the basis of these binding and transparent (because publicly accessible) currency guidelines it is intended that Leondra drive and control the money or currency amount of
STARAMBA.Tokens – supported by a Monetary Board to be composed in each case of an
equal number of representatives of Leondrino Exchange or its licensees (Leondra GmbH
in the German market), representatives of STARAMBA and independent economists jointly
commissioned by STARAMBA and Leondra – while either Leondra or STARAMBA itself buy up
Tokens or else offer new Tokens on the market.
Decisions are made on the basis of a qualified majority. Experts will be selected by a public
tender process. An individual can be a member of a maximum of 10 of similar Monetary
Boards at the same time.
This form of money or currency amount control is intended to counteract possible rate or
price fluctuations in a dedicated currency. In this respect Leondra is also recognised as market maker for the branded currencies it supports, where this market maker role only comes
into effect once certain threshold values in accordance with the respective currency strategy
(guidelines) are achieved.
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In the process, reliance is set on a combination of decision-making and implementation by
algorithms and by decision of the Monetary Board, i.e. the DLT infrastructure itself permits the
recognition of unusual or inappropriate currency transactions that could lead to automatic
control measures in the context of the threshold values set. Furthermore the Monetary Board
can – and, once the threshold values set are exceeded, must – make decisions on the measures to be initiated.
Agreement on the currency policy between Leondrino Exchange and STARAMBA.spaces for
the period following the ILO of STARAMBA.Token is announced promptly with final confirmation
of the ILO time. The maximum currency amount for STARAMBA.Token including the amount
planned at the ILO issue is initially limited to 1 billion Tokens. Dynamic control of the currency
amount according to the yet to be agreed currency policy starts at the end of the Post ILO
Phase or once the price per STARAMBA.Token exceeds a fixed value within a defined period.
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4.5 Timetable for issuing STARAMBA.Token
The timeline for the Token sale is planned as follows:
On 23 May 2018 white-listing starts for the Initial Token Sale (ITO). Interested investors and
future customers can register via the STARAMBA.Token landing page. In doing so, they express their buying interest, giving the amount and in which currency they intend to invest.
Depending on this the prospective buyers then go through a defined KYC (Know Your Customer) process to qualify for the ITO.
The ITO takes place parallel to the Football World Cup and starts on 20 June 2018 and ends
on 25 July 2018. The purchase price amounts to 0.10 USD per STARAMBA.Token, where early
buyers receive a reduction on the purchase price during the first 3 weeks. In the first week
30%, in the second week 20% and in the third week 10%.
Only those buyers who have purchased STARAMBA.Tokens during the ITOs can participate
in the pre-sale of the first choice of STARAMBA.spaces products and services beginning
August 15th 2018, as these are exclusively priced and offered in STARAMBA.Tokens.

11
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Figure 37: STARAMBA.Token sale timeline

The start of public trading of STARAMBA.Tokens over a freely accessible trading platform is
planned for 1 October 2018. Here the quantity restrictions per account holder are lifted and
further, strictly regulated investors are allowed to purchase STARAMBA.Tokens. From this
time all STARAMBA products and services already available are exclusively priced, offered
and further developed in the new STARAMBA-branded currency (STARAMBA.Token).
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5. About STARAMBA SE
5.1 STARAMBA SE
STARAMBA SE based in Berlin was founded in 2014 and produces products and services for the
virtual reality market and is also a market leader in 3D body scanning. The company is active
both in Germany and the USA starting from Los Angeles and currently has 70 employees from
18 nations. STARAMBA SE is listed in the General Standard of the German stock exchange.
In addition it is already a worldwide technology leader in the creation of photorealistic 3D avatars of celebrities from sport, music and entertainment and their use in virtual reality.
At the same time STARAMBA SE is a licence partner of big football clubs such as Real Madrid,
FC Bayern Munich, DFB and many others and works for the WWE wrestling stars, for stars such
as Paris Hilton and various music stars, such as KISS.
The photoreal 3D avatars created by STARAMBA are used for many companies and products,
such as 3D printing or video games (e.g. Pro Evolution Soccer).

5.2 Roadmap

1ST QUARTER 2017
Even more stars come to Staramba

STARS COME TO STARAMBA

(e.g. FC Bayern, Arsenal London, Juventus Turin)

2014
FOUNDATION
3D Scan Avatars

2015

(e.g. FC Barcelona, Real Madrid, Pope Francis)

2018

2017

2016
STARAMBA IN THE USA

(e.g. NFLPA, WWE)

MAY 2018
Whitelisting

JUNE 2017
Launch of the world‘s largest
3D Avatar Database, with more
than 7,000 characters
SEPTEMBER 2017
Beta launch of the STARAMBA.spaces
social VR network

JUNE - JULY 2018
Public tokens sale
OCTOBER 2018
Start public trade
Q4 2018
STARAMBA.spaces live
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Figure 38: Roadmap for staramba and STARAMBA.Token
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5.3 STARAMBA management team
Christian Daudert – Founder and President and CEO (PCEO)
Experience: 20 years experience in the introduction of new technologies
to the world of sport & entertainment
Rainer Hjort – COO at STARAMBA
Experience: 15+ years in IT and operations
Martin Bauernfeind – CPO
Experience: 20 years in 2D / 3D production
Marc O. Kneifel – CTO
Experience: Inventor of the 3D INSTAGRAPH, 3 year Scanner R & D
with a team of 10
Thomas Richter – Chief Advisor to CEO
Experience: 20 years in the music and entertainment industry

5.4 Board of Directors
Christian Daudert (Chairman of the Board of Directors)
Prof. Dr. Klemens Skibicki (Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors)
Marthe Wolbring
Rolf Elgeti
Marc O. Kneifel

5.5 Beirat (Board of Advisors)
Fredi Bobic (Chairman of the Board of Advisors)
Marko Rehmer
Hasan Salihamidzic
Gerd Bernard
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5.6 ITO Board of Advisors
Peter Reuschel
Founder and COO at Leondrino Exchange
Peter Bergstrom
CEO and Founder BitBlock Ventures
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5.7 Das Berliner STARAMBA Team
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Figure 39: the Berlin STARAMBA Team
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5.8 Risks and opportunities
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With the introduction of a branded currency and the implementation of new technologies
come various risks, but also opportunities. STARAMBA SE operates appropriate risk management for the prompt identification of potential risks and preparation of risk mitigation
measures.

Risks

Risk Mitigation Measures

VR does not catch on or only does so
slowly; New VT hardware is still too
expensive and comes later than
anticipated

Close cooperation between market
acceptance and investment decisions

Micro-payments in the blockchain
environment are delayed further

Use of a pragmatic payment solution
within STARAMBA.spaces, if required
for transition

Regulatory framework deteriorates

Collaboration on committees on digital
business models and currencies

Key developers leave the company or a
suﬃcient qualiﬁed workforce is not found

Development of product leadership to
increase the attractiveness of the subject;
constant improvement of internal
structures to improve work-life balance;
expansion of ecosystem and acquisition
of external team

Because of slow market adaptation,
business plan is not met; risk of currency
price drop before active currency
management achieved

No expansion of money supply via
passive supply; permanent adaptation
oﬀer of products and services via
STARAMBA.spaces to increase turnover
and money circulation
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5.9 Media coverage Staramba.spaces
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This and other media coverage, e.g. from the Investor Newsletter, HotStockCoverage, can be
found at: https://staramba.com/about/press-releases
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6. Legal Information
PLEASE READ THROUGH THIS WHITE PAPER CAREFULLY BEFORE YOU DECIDE ON THE
PURCHASE OF STARAMBA-TOKENS – PARTICULARLY THE IMPORTANT TIPS BELOW, INCLUDING FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT RISKS. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT STARAMBA SE (THE “COMPANY”), ITS BUSINESS PROJECTS, THE STARAMBA TOKEN OR OTHER FACTS IN THIS CONNECTION, GET ADVICE FROM A COMPETENT BUSINESS, LEGAL,
TAX OR OTHER CONSULTANT. IF YOU HAVE DOUBTS OR IF FACTS REMAIN THAT YOU DO
NOT UNDERSTAND, YOU SHOULD STAND BACK FROM THE PURCHASE.
No prospect and no offer to purchase a security or financial instrument
The planned STARAMBA.Tokens are designed as pure utility tokens and should not therefore represent their structure according to any securities or financial instruments. This White
Paper does not therefore represent any prospect or offer document for securities or financial
instrument, nor is it intended to represent a prospect or an offer document for securities or
financial instruments in any jurisdiction. The White Paper merely serves as a project description, but represents neither an invitation to purchase nor requests to issue an invitation to bid
for purchase of the planned STARAMBA.Tokens. In this respect, this White Paper also does not
represent any investment recommendation for purchase of the planned STARAMBA.Tokens
or for disinvestment of other securities, financial instruments or other assets.
No official check or approval
This White Paper has not been checked or approved by any authorities. Neither has it been
submitted to any authority for checking or approval. There is no express legal requirement
for the content of this White Paper; the structure of the White Paper and the details herein are
based exclusively on the decisions of the company’s management.
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Rationale for a legal relationship exclusively on the basis of separate contracts, documents or conditions
Any legal relationships between a buyer of the planned STARAMBA.Tokens and the company
are not accounted for by this White Paper but by separate contracts, documents or conditions in which the rights and obligations of a buyer and the company are regulated.
In this respect, in the event of any ambiguity in the presentation in this White Paper, the regulations of the said contracts, documents or conditions take precedence over the presentation
in this White Paper.
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Excluded buyers
The Token Sale (including any pre-sales) is not aimed at buyers whose domicile, tax residence or usual place of residence is in a country, or who initiate the purchase of the Tokens
from a country or via a country, in which the sale or purchase of cryptocurrencies is forbidden or only permitted under certain conditions (such as an official permit); that have
been classified by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) with regard to money laundering and the financing of terrorism as high-risk countries or countries under observation
or against whom embargoes or sanctions have been imposed, especially by the United
States of America or the EU (“excluded third parties”). These countries include particularly
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Ethiopia, Iran, Iraq,
Sri Lanka, Syria, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Vanuatu and Yemen, but also the People’s
Republic of China, Singapore and Cuba “excluded countries”).
There are also restrictions for citizens of the United States of America. They may only participate in a Token Sale if they prove they are a so-called Accredited Private Investor as
defined in Rule 501 of Regulation D, enacted in accordance with the Securities Act 1933.
It is sufficient for the proof to truthfully complete the form provided in the KYC process
called ACCREDITED INVESTOR CERTIFICATION, sign the same and finally get the details
supplied therein confirmed by their own tax consultant.
Further information on the subject of Accredited Private Investors can be found via the
following link: https://www.sec.gov/files/ib_accreditedinvestors.pdf.
Should it transpire during the KYC process that an interested participant cannot successfully complete the KYC process because of having previously given false details or because of his or her citizenship or other inconsistencies, participation in the Token Sale is
denied to him or her. In the event of denial, payment of the investment sum is reversed and
the refused participant must bear the full costs of this reversal him- or herself.
This White Paper may not be reproduced in whole or in part, regardless of the manner,
and may not be passed to third parties without this required information and without the
further information about risk. This White Paper may also not be passed to excluded third
parties in whole or in part, regardless of the manner.
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High risk of loss
Purchase of STARAMBA.Tokens entails significant risks. Purchasers should not therefore use
a substantial portion of their assets to purchase STARAMBA.Tokens and should be able to
cope economically with a total loss of the money spent. Buyers should also have gained
experience already with cryptocurrencies from young companies, understand the economic and technical interdependencies of the company’s business activity and STARAMBA.
Token and be able to assess its effects on the value of the planned STARAMBA.Tokens.
If a buyer does not have the relevant experience, this nevertheless is not cause for any
increased information obligation on the part of the company.
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If a buyer does not have the relevant experience, this nevertheless is not cause for any
increased information obligation on the part of the company.
Loan financing not recommended
Financing the purchase of STARAMBA.Tokens with a loan is strongly advised against.
Because the obligations to repay interest and principal remain, even if the STARAMBA.
Tokens purchased become worthless. Even the buyer’s private insolvency would not be
excluded in such a case.
White Paper does not replace competent advice
The buyer is hereby advised that this White Paper merely gives an overview of the planned investment and business activity of the company and the planned STARAMBA.Token.
The White Paper cannot however replace any economic, legal, tax or other advice. Every buyer should therefore check the concomitant opportunities and risks independently
and where necessary with the aid of external consultants prior to purchase. Buyers are
particularly recommended to get advice on the legal, regulatory and tax consequences
of a purchase.
The company accepts no liability for the personal financial objectives set by buyers with
the purchase of STARAMBA.Token.
Calculations, projections and statements about the future
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All calculations or projections presented in this White Paper are essentially based on the
experiences or assessments of the company’s management. In this respect this White
Paper also contains statements about the future – particularly subjective objectives for
the future business development of the company, which are however associated with
uncertainty and risk. These statements reflect the current assessments and expectations
of the company with regard to future events. These assessments and expectations may
contain errors of perception or evaluation and thus be proved incorrect.
Calculations have been prepared with care and commercial foresight. Nevertheless the
possibility cannot be excluded that events or developments not taken into account in the
calculations or projections may lead to significant deviations in the actual results for the
company and thus also where applicable to deterioration in the value of the planned
STARAMBA.Token from that calculated or projected.
There can therefore be no guarantee that the developments and results described in this
White Paper are actually achieved. The buyer bears the risk of diverging developments
and results.
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6.1 Further information about risk
Regulatory and other risks
The company assumes that issue by the company, purchase of the planned STARAMBA.
Tokens and payment for services from the company with the planned STARAMBA.Tokens
(pure utility token) – in each case by non-excluded third parties – are not subject to any
separate regulation. However the regulatory and broadly the legal framework for cryptocurrencies, blockchain and distributed ledger technology, smart contracts and their
applications nationally and internationally are nowhere near fully developed and secure. The possibility cannot be excluded therefore that, because of national or international
official or statutory measures or because of jurisprudence, the issue, purchase and administration (including trading) of, or payment for, products or services with cryptocurrencies will be wholly or partly prohibited or only possible subject to certain conditions.
This may lead to significant negative effects on the company’s business model (e.g. in
the case of an official or statutory decree for the reversal of issued STARAMBA.Tokens or
the cessation of business operations) and on the benefits or value of the planned STARAMBA.Token through to the insolvency of the company or the complete uselessness or
worthlessness of the planned STARAMBA. Token.
Likewise the possibility is not excluded that companies providing the trading opportunity of
cryptocurrencies such as the planned STARAMBA.Token as third parties are prohibited, without
an appropriate official permit to further maintain the trading platform it operates, so that there
may be no trading platforms to exchange the planned STARAMBA.Token into other cryptocurrencies or FIAT currencies (thus legal national currencies such as Euros). This could also result
in issued STARAMBA.Tokens becoming useless or worthless for their buyers.
STARAMBA.Token grants no property or administrative rights in the company
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The planned STARAMBA.Tokens are intended to be structured as pure utility tokens as a payment option for products and services from the company. The planned STARAMBA.Tokens
grant no property or administrative rights in the company, i.e. they in no way grant participation in the gain or loss and asset development of the company or any voting rights in resolutions of the company, participation rights at shareholder meetings of the company or other
shareholder rights. As pure utility tokens, STARAMBA.Tokens are not suitable as an investment
or asset in the business development of the company.
Exclusion of refund
As a pure utility token, a refund of the purchase price for issued STARAMBA.Tokens against
the return of the STARAMBA.Tokens issued is excluded. Buyers of the planned STARAMBA.
Tokens must therefore take into account that the money used by them to buy STARAMBA.
Tokens is tied up in these and at best can be changed back into FIAT currencies via third
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party trading systems, if these are available. If no third party can be found who is prepared to change purchased STARAMBA.Tokens into FIAT currencies, the buyer runs the risk
of his or her purchased STARAMBA.Tokens being useless or worthless.
Tradability and fluctuations in value of STARAMBA.Token
Tradability of the planned STARAMBA.Token cannot be assured. Although the company
aspires to have the planned STARAMBA.Token listed for trade with one or more trading
systems, the possibility cannot be excluded that the company is not successful in finding
one or more appropriate trading systems who are prepared or in a position to list the
planned STARAMBA.Token for trade. Even if it is successful in getting the planned STARAMBA.Token listed for trade on one or more trading platforms, the possibility cannot be
excluded that trading does not take place through lack of buyer or seller interest.
Even if and to the extent that it is successful in getting the planned STARAMBA.Token
listed for trade on one or more trading systems, it should be borne in mind that the
exchange rate set and thus the value of purchased STARAMBA.Tokens are subject to
quite significant, if short-term, fluctuations. The possibility can also not be excluded that
exchange rates or values of the planned STARAMBA.Tokens develop quite differently in
different trading systems. The performance of the planned STARAMBA.Tokens in trading
systems can be massively influenced by the performance of other cryptocurrencies, such
as Bitcoin or Ether, even if the operational activities of the business offer no reason or
starting point for any change in value.
The company does not guarantee that trading systems on which the planned STARAMBA.Tokens are listed for trade set prices or exchange rates transparently or are in a position to meet any statutory or official requirements.
A buyer must further take into account that trading purchased STARAMBA. Tokens is likely
to have costs associated that the buyer must also finance and that places a further burden on the intrinsic value of purchased or traded STARAMBA.Tokens.
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Dependency on computer infrastructure
Both the company’s operational business model and the functionality of the planned STARAMBA.Tokens are to a great extent dependent on the presence and permanent availability of a functioning computer infrastructure. For the company and its ecosystem partners,
this especially applies to the operation of the infrastructure, in the purchase of the planned
STARAMBA.Tokens and with the company’s customers. Any faults or stresses in a functioning computer infrastructure (including internet with appropriate capacities) would put a
strain on development and expansion and operational activities, but also on the opportunity to use the planned STARAMBA.Tokens until they became useless or valueless. inadequate functionality of the necessary infrastructure could also significantly slow down the
processing speed of transactions with the planned STARAMBA.Token and thus have a lasting negative influence on the usability or intrinsic value of the planned STARAMBA.Token.
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Operational risks of the company
Like any company, especially any young company such as this, the company is exposed to operational risk. So the development of the planned products and services can be
significantly retarded or prove wholly or partly impossible. Also the possibility cannot be
excluded that the company is not successful in establishing itself on the market with the
planned products or services. The possibility also cannot be excluded that the company is
not successful in purchasing and maintaining adequate licences required for carrying out
business operations; equally, licences granted could be queried by third parties, which can
regularly lead to the high costs of legal defence or law enforcement. Significant strains on
operational activities can also arise nationally and internationally from competitors, the
development of new products and techniques or the regulation of the company’s business
operations. Operational risks, particularly those referred to above, can lead to the insolvency of the company. At the same time, operational risk can put a lasting negative strain
on the planned STARAMBA.Token until they become useless or worthless.
Lack of financing of the company
The company as a young company depends on generating adequate funding for the
development and expansion of the business (including the maintenance of an infrastructure for using the planned STARAMBA.Token). The income from issuing the planned
STARAMBA.Tokens is initially designated for this. Should the company not be successful
in generating adequate funding, e.g. in the event of failure of the STARAMBA.Token ITO,
there is a risk that the company cannot develop and expand its business operations as
planned and as the case may be has to wholly or partly cease its business operations or
even declare itself insolvent. Such a development could have a lasting negative effect on
the usability or intrinsic value of the planned STARAMBA.Token until they become useless
or worthless.
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Technical risks
The planned STARAMBA.Tokens are inherently technology-based. Their usability and
their intrinsic value are thus like all technology-based products or services exposed to
many technical risks, which the company cannot exclude. These include particularly system faults, code failures, programming errors, hardware failures, data loss or theft, hacking or hacker access or technical strains on processing speed. Technical risks can lead
to lasting negative effects on the usability or intrinsic value of STARAMBA.Tokens until
they become useless or worthless.
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Risks in the personal management of Tokens
Like any cryptocurrency, the planned STARAMBA.Tokens are also exposed to risks in
personal management. Particular risks in personal management are failure or theft of
the hardware used for the safeguarding of purchased STARAMBA.Tokens, loss of access
codes, user names, passwords or private keys for access to infrastructure, by which purchased STARAMBA.Tokens are safeguarded (e.g. wallets), so that purchased STARAMBA.
Tokens can no longer be disposed of and they are thus lost to the purchaser. There is
also the risk that wrongly initiated transactions because of the way blockchain technology works can no longer be reversed and transferred STARAMBA.Tokens are irrevocably
lost. It should also be borne in mind that, because of the technology used for the planned STARAMBA.Tokens on the one hand and the undeveloped or little developed legal
framework on the other hand, use of inherited STARAMBA.Tokens is not actually possible.
Tax risks
Just as the legal framework in connection with cryptocurrencies is not explicit and clear, the national and international tax qualification of transactions with cryptocurrencies
both for the company and for buyers of cryptocurrencies are not conclusively resolved.
The possibility should not be excluded therefore that transactions with cryptocurrencies
both with the company and with buyers lead to tax burdens that put a strain on the
operational activities of the company or the usability or intrinsic value of purchased STARAMBA.Tokens until they become useless or worthless.
Disclosure of personal data in response to official measures
Buyers are obliged to identify themselves prior to purchasing the planned STARAMBA.
Tokens in accordance with the anti-money laundering regulations and regulations on
the financing of terrorism and on tax evasion and to this end to disclose its personal
data to the company. Buyers of the planned STARAMBA.Tokens should anticipate that
the company may be compelled to disclose such personal data collected to competent
authorities, because of national or international official or statutory measures.
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Risk interaction and risk accumulation
Each of the risks represented can have lasting negative effects on the usability and intrinsic
value of the planned STARAMBA.Tokens in its own right. The possibility is not excluded of
several risks simultaneously materialising, mutually triggering or reinforcing each other and
thus further increasing the lasting negative effects. Both the materialisation of individual
risks and the materialisation of cumulative risks can lead to the complete uselessness or
worthlessness of the planned STARAMBA.Tokens.
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